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_VERIFIED_
one of the biggest advantages of the 4k video is how much more substantial the colors appear in many of the frames. a significant flip in the opening credit

sequence, where the original grade is stark, grey and grainy, showcases a much cleaner, bolder image. sure, it isn't as pure as what you'd get from a pristine
blu-ray, but its punchy visuals and better contrast make it a significant improvement over the compressed, sputtered performance by the handhelds. black

levels are pleasingly deep without being overly murky and the shadows showcase richer, warmer tones with a bit more depth. the brightness balance is
slightly boosted too, despite being similar to the blu-ray. all told, i'd take this over the typical compressed, low-grade, blu-ray grade for this feature. the 5.1
audio is essentially identical and t he quality remains stable from the original blu-ray, but the track now includes the score and theatrical trailers in dolby

truehd and dts-hd master audio. you'll lose the live-feed of the 50,000-seat hollywood bowl, but can easily hear the speakers perfectly during the more hectic
scenes such as when jenko fights doherty and the huge crowd cheers, for example. the dialogue is clean and clear without any hiss or distortion issues. you

may not make much of a difference visually, but i'm glad sony decided to include this edition of 22 jump street in ultra hd as well. if you're like me and
discover you missed the television series, then this is a neat way to revisit it. the destination lies in this picture that transcends and defines you. our own
cosmically poor souls with an almost incalculable but equally strong character. is it worth taking a step into the cosmic and always out of body, floating

mindset? let's find out! you can follow us on facebook , twitter , and instagram .
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